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The increasing popularity of
feature-rich handsets, embed-
ded with value-adding capabili-
ties and functionalities has reju-
venated the handset radio fre-
quency (RF) semiconductor
market, characterised by form-
factor and technology driven
integration.
Analysis from Frost & Sullivan
World Handset Radio Freq-
uency Semiconductor Markets,
shows the market generated
$4.67bn in 2002 and is expect-
ed to rise to $8.54bn in 2006.
“Demand for smaller 
handsets that support multiple
applications and services is
encouraging higher levels of inte-
gration in the handset RF semi-
conductor industry and suppliers
are moving towards modularisa-
tion and development of com-
plete radio solution,”says F&S
analyst Deepa Doraiswamy.
Growing integration of function-
al applications as GPS, and
Bluetooth etc, into the RF sec-
tion of the handsets has necessi-
tated the design and develop-
ment of advanced RF semicon-
ductor devices that also aid in
increasing the dollar value of
the RF devices in a handset.
“Since technological advance-
ments are at the heart of the RF
semiconductor market, RF semi-
conductor designers necessarily
need to upgrade their products
or migrate to better process
technologies and updated man-
ufacturing techniques,” notes
Doraiswamy.
The challenge for handset RF
semiconductor manufacturers
and designers lies in deliver-
ing products that meet the
specification requirements of
handset vendors at a low 
cost and within a short time
frame.
As the market becomes more
competitive, ease of design and
flexibility to interface with the
existing and emerging base-
band technologies are expected
to become the factors that pro-
pels RF manufacturers to
enhance product offerings
apart from performance and
power characteristics.
Participants well equipped to
adapt to market trends by con-
centrating their efforts in R&D
and by being more technology-
centric will be better prepared
to seize the opportunities.
Contact: http://www.electron-
ics.frost.com
Boosting RF semiconductors
Twenty researchers at the
University of California, San
Diego (UCSD) Jacobs School of
Engineering have won more
than $3.5m in state-funded UC
Discovery Grants and contribu-
tions from industry. A total of
eight new projects will be car-
ried out through UCSD’s  Center
for Wireless Communications
(CWC), on topics ranging from
multimedia transmission over
wireless networks, to high-band-
width wireless spaces and
“smart” sensor networks.
“These projects reflect the
broad range of wireless research
we do here at UCSD, and the
support we enjoy among tech-
nology corporations and state
funding agencies,” said CWC
director Lawrence Larson, a pro-
fessor of E&C Engineering in the
Jacobs School.“This new fund-
ing is a clear signal that some of
the most exciting research in
wireless communications any-
where is being done right here
at UCSD.”
CWC’s consortium members are
funding the new projects.They
include Ericsson, HP, IBM, Nokia
Intersil, Qualcomm, Skyworks
Solutions, STMicroelectronics,
and Texas Instruments.All 
eight projects are two-year 
programmes, begun in August
2003, and carried out by faculty
from the Jacobs School’s
Electrical and Computer
Engineering (ECE) department.
• High-bandwidth wireless
spaces: system design issues to
support high-bandwidth (over
100Mbs per user), limited-dis-
tance wireless spaces.The goal
is to develop an integrated
multi-layer solution topped off
with a driving application
based on smart visual environ-
ments. UCD grant: $258,247:
Sponsor: $359,600: Total
$617,847.
• Multiple-input, multiple-out-
put (MIMO) wireless communi-
cation systems: focus on
enhancing the capacity and
quality of wireless communica-
tion networks using multiple
transmit and receive antennas.
Research will examine impor-
tant issues in channel estima-
tion and equalisation, space-
time coding, and networking.
UCD grant: $227,012: Sponsor:
$302,400:Total $529,412.
• Low-Power Mixed-Signal
Circuits for Wireless Trans-
ceivers: developing techniques
to reduce power consumption
in critical high-performance 
circuit blocks for wireless com-
munication systems.These
include a new way to suppress
interference in third-generation
(3G) cellular handset receivers.
UCD grant: $210,944: Sponsor
$291,200:Total: $502,144.
• Digitally controlled transmit-
ters for next gen communica-
tions systems. Innovative trans-
mitter architectures and designs
for 3G CDMA wireless linear
handset power amplifiers.
Various new power amplifier
approaches investigated.
UCD grant: $190,092: Sponsor
$253,000:Total: $443,092.
• “Smart” sensor setworks for
visual context capture and inter-
activity. This investigation spans
distributed video capture, trans-
mission and analysis & wireless
networks. Focus is on fundamen-
tal issues that arise as multimedia
sensors are deployed over large
areas, with varying levels of
mobility or access to power.
UCD grant: $195,927: Sponsor:
$245,200: Total: $441,127.
• Error-resilient multimedia com-
munications for wireless chan-
nels. A systematic study of sever-
al aspects of multimedia trans-
mission over noisy channels,
with the goal of improving their
robustness to errors. UCD grant:
$184,818: Sponsor $252,400:
Total $437,218.
• Application and network-
wware multi-layer adaptation
of wireless protocols and
architectures. Focus on ways to
exploit configurability in com-
munication protocols and
appliance platform architec-
tures.The goal: enable wireless
applications at low cost (i.e.,
energy, service cost and the
like) to accommodate future
wireless networks and appli-
ances that will have to support
richer and more diverse appli-
cations, services and protocols.
Funding: UCD grant: $126,647:
Sponsor $175,000: Total:
$301,647.
• Mobile orthogonal frequency
division modulation (OFDM)
communications. This project
will build on prior work done at
the Jacobs School on using this
technique for systems experi-
encing high degrees of mobility
(such as Wi-Fi 802.11). Funding:
UCD grant $114,805, Sponsor:
$152,800: Total: $267,605.
Contact: http://cwc.ucsd.edu/. 
Web: http://www.ucdiscovery-
grant.org/portfolio/funded/co
mm.asp.
$3.5m US funding for eight new wireless projects.
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